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C Hdro’ ite C project ha operated on the principle that it i etter to ak forgivene than
permiion. Deadline have een hort and cheduling eemingl driven more  the premier’
vow to get ite C pat the point of no return than  ratepaer concern or the need for power,
which Hdro’ figure how i not needed until well pat 2024, when the project i cheduled to
e online.

The most expensive pulic project ever undertaken in the province, ite C was exempted from scrutin
 the C Utilities Commission and the Agricultural Land Commission and shielded from virtuall ever
process aimed at protecting the pulic interest. nvironmental assessment, the lone survivor, was
crippled  restrictions and terms of reference so narrow that the panel chairman, Harr wain, has
taken the unprecedented action of pulicl speaking out against oth the process and the project
itself.
ite C lacks a persuasive usiness case. C Hdro’s cost comparisons were outdated when originall
taled, overstating the cost of alternatives and understating the cost of the project. McCullough
Research taled a stud two ears ago documenting that.
ite C’s estimated cost has steadil increased over the ears. Most recent was the 11% jump from $7.9
illion, which Hdro sumitted at the eginning of the environmental assessment process, to $8.8
illion shortl after the panel issued its report.
Meanwhile the trend line for alternatives is sharpl down.
The U.. Department of nerg has estimated that the cost of renewales has fallen 41% to 64% in just
the last six ears. Wall treet’s estimates are even higher.

Lazard, the highl regarded Wall treet firm, has pulished similar values for wind. In Canada we see
cost reductions of similar magnitude.
ite C is now twice as expensive as a asket of alternatives that have the added capailit of eing
ale to closel follow the load demand rather than coming online in one ig lump whether needed or
not.
We have illions of pulic dollars eing spent on a project for which there is an increasingl ad
usiness case. Ratepaers are expected to lindl accept outdated costs that were never tested 
cross-examination and are challenged  experts in the field.
We are alread in the middle of a 28% rate increase over five ears with a promise of five more ears of
annual increases to follow. All that efore we even start to pa off the massive $8-illion-plus ite C
det or the $5.9 illion deferral accounts through which Hdro is delaing paing off its current
oligations.
Much is made these das of the three-generation ennett famil dam-uilding legac in ritish
Columia.
Indeed there is much of which to e proud. Now would e a good time to invoke another of the
ennett legacies: one of W.A.C. ennett’s famous “second looks” that he took whenever circumstances
changed or plans didn’t pan out. The electricit industr is in the midst of rapid and massive
transformation. There is no shame in acknowledging that what seemed like such a great idea in the
earl 2000s now deserves a second look. Ratepaers would e grateful if a path to lower-cost
electricit ills were found.
 choosing cheaper alternatives, ritish Columians not onl avoid amassing illions of dollars of
det, the also spare a valle capale of feeding a million people in perpetuit, maintain a wildlife
“nurser” that has existed for thousands of ears and honour First Nation treat commitments. The
choice is a win-win for .C. ratepaers and, ultimatel, for our Crown corporation.
Roert McCullough i principal of Oregon-aed McCullough Reearch. Gwen Johanon live in
the Peace Valle. he i a pat memer of C Hdro’ 2005 integrated electricit planning
committee, the C nerg Council and the C Hdro oard of director.
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